The responsibility in inventory models decides of how much or how many of inventory items to order. An economic order quantity (EOQ) differs from a model to another according to the assumptions and the variables. This paper has developed the EOQ in two deterministic inventory model (Purchases with shortage and production with shortage) of multi-item when the objective function is subjected to annual number of orders. The constraints are assumed to be active if the left hand side does not satisfy the right hand side condition. Thus, Lagrange method is used to find the new multi-item EOQ in each two models with the constraint to achieve the new formula of EOQ. Finally, a numerical example is provided to justify the proposed model.
Introduction
Since nearly a century ago, the model of economic order quantity (EOQ) was proposed by (Harris, 1913) . Almost five years later, the model of production quantity (EPQ) was proposed by (Taft, 1918) . Later, Hadley and Whitin (1963) proposed model of EOQ/EPQ. The policy of inventory control is interested basically with two traditional decisions 'How much to order (produce or purchase) to replenish the inventory of an item and when to order". Many models of inventory have been developed to answer these two questions. The perfect order quantity is the primal assumption of the classical economic order quantity (EOQ). But due to the large number of factors that cannot be avoided, this assumption may not be valid always for most of production ergonomics. However, most of the offered inventory models are developed in the deterministic ergonomics (Khan, Jaber, Guiffrida, et al., 2011; Pentico & Drake, 2011; Yousefli and Ghazanfari, 2012) . The basic premise of the EOQ is that the stock-out is not allowed. Moreover, the assumption of the demand and the lead-time are constant and known. The EOQ model sees the tradeoff between ordering and depot cost in choosing the quantity to use inventory of replenish item. A large order quantity will decrease ordering repetition; hence reducing the cost of the order per unit time, on the other hand, increasing depot holding cost. Contrary, small order quantity decreases the holding cost but increases the ordering frequency as well as cost per unit time. The order quantity which minimizes the cost is called Economic Order Quantity (EOQ). For many years, the problem of classical EOQ discussed with variety forms and resolved by many researches in books references, articles, etc. e.g., (Frederick & Gerald, 2001; Hamdy, 2007; Schwarz, 1972) . It starts from a simple model of single-item with related demand to unit price Cheng (1989) until multi-item with many constraints. These processors are fully analytical and involve much arithmetic effort to get the optimality solution.
Goyal and Cárdenas-Barrón (2002) introduced a simple approach for determining the EPQ of a product with defective quality. They presented that near-optimal results are obtained by using the simple approach. The model suggested in their note is easier to implement. Rezaei,(2005) , Papachristos and Konstantaras (2006) , Wee et al. (2007) and Chang and Ho (2010) studied the problem by considering the occurrence of shortage. Khan, Jaber and Bonney (2011) developed a mathematical model of inspection which consists of three costs: inspection cost, cost error of type I and cost error of type II. Rezaei (2014) proposed a general mathematical model, which used for various types of growing products, followed by a particular mathematical model for specific type of poultry.
and Production with Shortage) to determine a new formula of EOQ in multi-item when the objective function is subjected to the number of order per year constraint. This condition can be achieved when the left hand side of the constraint is not satisfy the right hand side, in another interpretation, the left hand side is greater than the right hand side which mean the constraint is active. However, in a previous work we developed a new formula of EOQ in multi-items when the objective function is subjected to investment and capacity of shortage space constraints and we presented a numerical example to show the effect of the constraints on EOQ when it is active and the changes in the value of EOQ (Ghafour et al., 2015) . Therefore, this paper is an extension of the paper aforementioned to establish a new formula of EOQ in the same deterministic inventory models (Purchases with Shortage and Production with Shortage) when the constraint of number of annual order is active.
Problem Description and Assumptions
This paper investigated on the deterministic multi item models in inventory control, which are intended, the classical economic order quantity, EOQ. The models of deterministic in inventory control divided into four models with constant demand rate and zero lead-time assumption (Buzacott, 1975; Chung & Liao, 2004; Ghare & Schrader, 1936; Ray & Chaudhuri, 1997; Schwarz, 2008; Schwarz, 1972) . However, this paper investigated the deterministic multi item inventory control models (purchase with shortage and production with shortage) to establish a new formula of EOQ subjected to number of annual order. To start classify these models in deterministic inventory control there are some assumptions and notations as follows:
Assumption
The following assumptions are made to develop the model The replenishment is instantaneous for model 1.
The replenishment is gradually for model 2.
The demand is constant and known.
The lead-time equal to zero.
The shortage is allowed for both models. β Demand rate per unit and unit time.
α Production rate / per unit per unit time.
S Maximum shortage quantity.
First Model, Purchases with Shortage
Shortage assumption is allowable in this model. Practically, when the inventory cannot satisfying the retailers demand, the concerned authority will face to pay off the required quantities, which mean access the shortage, and this shortage lead to fines imposition for the failure to meet the needs of the concerned authority. The shortage can be loss profit or loss of the quantity in the store. Therefore, this model aims to find the optimal EOQ and in the same time the maximum shortage quantity that can be expected. The EOQ equation for this model is:
Second Model, Production with Shortage
The assumption of this model allows the shortage happen as the previous model. Moreover, the replenishment is gradually. Therefore, the Equations of EOQ, maximum shortage and total cost function are as follow:
Where, = (1 − )
Methodology
This paper considered two deterministic multi-item inventory models (purchase with shortage and production with shortage) with constant demand and zero lead-time assumptions. In the model description the Equation EOQ represented for single item, which mean (j=1) where, j is the number of items. However, when (n > 1), i.e., for more than one item (multi-item) with the existence of number of annual orders constraints. This led us to some additional notation. In the same vein, all other variables as we noted previously will change for multi-item (j, j=1, 2,…., n).
Therefore, the constraint of number of orders per year can be presented as follows:
The constraint of number of annual orders in the considered multi-item inventory models achieved when the left hand side of Equation (7) does not satisfy the right hand side, i.e. when it is greater than the right hand side, therefore, the constraints is active. Hence replace the EOQ (Q) in Equations (1) and (4) by (Q j ) for multi-item. In this situation we need to fine the new value of (Q j ) and this done by using Lagrange method.
Where, f(x) is the objective function (total cost function) for the two models as Equations (3) and (6) and ( ( ) − ) represents the constraint as in Equation (7).
First Model with the Constraint
To establish a new formula of multi-item EOQ when the constraint number of annual orders is active, we integrate Equations (3) and (7) in Equation (8) 
Multiply Equation (10) by , we obtain,
Multiply Equation (11) by 2, we obtain,
Equation (12) represents the new formula of multi-item EOQ in the inventory model of purchase with shortage when the constraint of number of annual orders is active. However, the problem in Equation (12) is the value of Lambda which is unknown. There are two ways to find the value of Lambda, λ. The first way is by using the trial and error compensation method by giving a value to λ starting with zero until achieves the constraint condition or be as close as possible, whether positive or negative. The second way is by using the scientific method, which is more accurate by considering the derivation method as follows:
Second Model with Constraint
To establish a new formula of multi-item EOQ when the constraint of number of annual orders is active, by the similar approach as in previous section we integrate Equations (6) and (7) in Equation (8) as follows: 
Multiply Equation (16) by , we obtain,
Equation (17) represents the new formula of multi-item EOQ in the inventory model of production with shortage when the constraint of number of annual orders is active. The same problem appears as Equation (12), which is the value of Lambda. However, by the similar approach as Equation (14) we can extract the value of Lambda, =
where, ℎ = *
Numerical Example
Example: To illustrate the result of above theory, we used our previous example in (Ghafour et al., 2015) .The parameters illustrate the concept of first model with total annual number of orders. However, Table 1 shows all the parameters of the model with total allowed number of orders is equal to 7. Depending on the allowable total investment, the values of the EOQ decreased for each item. These new values of EOQ are optimal when = −0.231 , which means optimal exploitation of the annual number of orders.
Discussion
The deterministic inventory models (purchase with shortage and production with shortage) has developed and analyzed when they are subjected to annual number of orders or value of EOQ. The numeric advantage of using these equations are very important and necessary when we cannot exceed the total annual number of demand, therefore, we must extract these new equations of the EOQ for optimum exploitation of the annual number of orders also do not exceed the constraint. The findings show that, the constraint with each inventory models that we presented can help the decision maker to find the optimal EOQ for each item in each model by using Lagrange method, thus, the optimal quantity of shortage and the minimum total cost. The new EOQ can be applied in many real situations like general warehouses, storage in supermarkets, production storage which stores more than one item and need more space and specific decisions about the EOQ. For the future work we suggest to find the new EOQ in each of the four models (purchases without shortage, production without shortage, purchases with shortage and production with shortage) when they are subjected to number of items constraint.
